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GYROFOCUS - WOOD
This seminal design, created by Dominique 
Imbert in 1968, was the first suspended, 360 
degrees pivoting fireplace. It is revolutionary 
for its technical design and groundbreaking 
style.

A LITTLE HISTORY
From a simple sketch by creative genius and 
founder Dominique Imbert, Focus brand 
fireplaces took form in Southern France 
in 1968. For over 50 years, Focus has been 
forging a perfect balance between creativity 
and demanding technical standards. Using 
methods such as metal turning and invisible 
welded seams, they ensure high quality and a 
clean finish. Today, the iconic Focus fireplaces 
continue to grow in popularity with lovers of 
fire and design around the world.



ERGOFOCUS - WOOD
This suspended and rotating version of the Paxfocus is 
a stunning option. Its pure, elegant shape is not only 
perfectly proportioned, but maximizes heat efficiency.  
The blend of function and form makes the Ergofocus 
one of the most popular of Focus’ suspended outdoor 
models.

PAXFOCUS - WOOD
The wall version of the floating Ergofocus, the 
classy and space-saving design of the Paxfocus 
outdoor fireplace is a perfect fit for any patio. The 
wood-burning, naturally vented hearth allows 
warmth to be radiated throughout your outdoor 
space. With its clean lines this fireplace adds a truly 
unique conversation piece to your outdoor design.



BATHYSCAFOCUS - WOOD
With a nod towards the sea, this round, 
compact fireplace has a serene, understated 
and warm presence. This floating version of 
the Émifocus rotates 360 degrees so the fire 
can be turned to create drama and ambiance 
in all directions.

ÉMIFOCUS - WOOD
As a wall version of the Bathyscafocus, his model’s 
elegant yet discreet form, heat efficiency and easy 
installation combine to create an intimate and warm 
atmosphere in a range of different settings, from 
mountain ski chalets to suburban back yards. 



DOMOFOCUS - WOOD
The Domofocus’ smaller 
size boasts a larger hearth 
opening, 9 ¼ inches high to the 
Gyrofocus’ 8 inches, for a better 
view of the hypnotic allure of a 
wood burning fire.

The shape and versatility of this 
contemporary fireplace not only 
makes it an efficient source of 
heat but also a showpiece and 
work of art.

Focus Fireplace Finishes Available

Hematite RustAnti-Corrosion Black Paint



BUBBLE - FIRE BOWL
The Bubble is a contemporary wood-burning 
fire bowl that brings its stylish originality to any 
outdoor space. Its open fire provides the perfect 
centerpiece to extend long summer nights or 
take the chill off autumn evenings. The brazier’s 
simplicity and sophistication, a hallmark of Focus 
design, as well as its performance make it suitable 
for a wide range of exterior settings, from gardens 
to roof terraces to patios. 



SIGMAFOCUS - WALL BARBECUE
This steel wall barbecue folds up, so that 
when closed it takes up limited space. 
Attractive in both open and closed positions, 
the Sigmafocus offers a range of cooking 
heights. It is easy to attach to any wall (there 
are only two fixation points).

The generous ash pan allows the barbecue to be used a number 
of times without having to empty it out. The mounting disc 
protects the wall from smoke.

FOLDS UP WHEN NOT IN USE

OPTIONAL COVER

DIAGOFOCUS - OUTDOOR GRILL
Introducing the multi-talented 
Diagofocus - thanks to its wheels, it 
can turn its back to the wind, or be 
guided to the ideal location to avoid 
the eccentricities of the winds and the 
seasons.

This attractive barbecue is also generous 
in protecting hosts and guests from 
smoke, as well as guarding from the 
flames to provide an optimum grilling 
experience.
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